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In view of this hostile declaration Turkey found itself compelled
to close the Dardanelles in order to insure the safety of the capital.
And as to the claims of England, it is evident that the presence of
German officers on the Turkish warships was a question of internal
politics and should not, therefore, have given rise to any protest on
the part of a foreign power.
(The note goes on to say that England, though asked to intervene
in behalf of Turkey during the Balkan war, did everything that was
in its power to bring about the downfall of the Turkish Empire. And
when Adrianople was recaptured by the Turkish Army, the British
prime minister did not hesitate to threaten Turkey with collective
punishment on the part of the Great Powers if the city were not
evacuated by the Turkish forces. The note continues as follows:)
The designs of the British are not limited to the countries of
Europe; they extend to the Gulf of Persia. England has carried
out its plan of impairing the sovereign rights of Turkey and of
opening up a way of access into Arabia, for a long tune coveted
by the English.
Faithful to its policy of hostility England has ever opposed the
attempts at reforms in Turkey. It exerted all its influence to prevent
the powers from furnishing expert technical help to the Turkish
Government. The Kaiser alone, disregarding the intrigues of Great
Britain, authorized S. E. Liman von Sanders, Pasha, to reorganize the
Turkish Army, that army which is challenging the British forces.
(After having recalled the Franco-British convention of 1904, which
"passed a sentence of death on Morocco and on Egypt," and the
agreement with Russia in reference to Persia, the note concludes:)
England for more than a century has been striving to destroy the
freedom of the Moslem so as to open up their countries to the greedy
exploitation of the British merchants. The English Government,
pursuing its program of hatred against the Moslem States, has
succeeded in giving to its policy a religious color which insures to it
the support and the adhesion of the English people, puritanic and
fanatical.
Let us be grateful to God who has given us the opportunity of
victoriously defending the welfare of Islam against its three ruthless
enemies, England, Russia and France.
No. 2.   Allied Agreement regarding Constantinople, the Straits and
Persia.
March, 1915,
THIS arrangement between France, Great Britain and Russia re-
mained a secret until disclosed by the Soviet Russian foreign office
in November, 1917.
REFERENCE—F. Seymour Coeks, "The Secret Treaties," London,
1918.
Document A. Confidential telegram from the Russian Minister of
Foreign Affairs to the Russian Ambassador at Paris, dated March 5

